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however, there are a few major downsides to sling tv. one is that the interface is not
very intuitive, and the other is that the selection of movies is not in its best form
yet. both are likely to improve with time, but for now, you have to be a little bit
careful. finally, in case you feel like youre looking for something more than just

watching movies, torrents.fm is exactly what you need. it basically lets you browse
the content of the same torrent sites you find in our torrent reviews. that said,

youre limited to the movies that are available in the public index of these sites, and
youll also find that there is only an english interface available. if you want to watch
movies without downloading them, kickass torrents.com offers the most extensive
collection of movies. this is the only torrent site that is available in your country, so
you should use it as a resource to get the movies that you want. it probably goes

without saying that the interface is very similar to the pirate bay, which probably is
the least recommended torrent site we have included on this list. we do not

recommend using it for anything other than watching movies. if youre a street
artist, however, you might prefer tumblr. it doesnt have a ton of flashy features, and

navigating it can be a bit tricky, but there is a lot of content to browse. and
candysamba, a community site for all things art, has a ton of different accounts to

sign up for. bands, musicians, and painters are all welcome here, and there are
numerous tools for the artist to use.instagamos, a site similar to facebook, is also a
great place to connect with people in your city. if you want to find out what the area

is like, you can start by clicking on the photos uploaded by people in your area.
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for the third year in a row, tv broadcasts was the main target for copyright
enforcement by 17.1%, with music publishers the main target of 11.5%, followed by

film distribution companies at 7.1%, and video game companies at 6.2%.
unfortunately, the digital economy act 2017 does not provide any relief for ipc

bodies. instead, distributors are forced to take on the role of the police. the fact that
the act is in force, and enforced now, is a dire warning to media owners. they are at
risk of massive fines for copyright infringement with only a few days of grace left.

vidmate was very popular at the beginning of the year, as the new year
approached. but by the time the new year arrived, the vidmate iphone app was
removed from the appstore, probably because it had too many issues, and thus

users switched to apps like popcorn time. although kat has banned several
thousand torrent sites from its platform recently, it still has the largest collection of
movies on the web, with tens of thousands of titles. thats also the reason why you
need to be extremely careful when downloading from kat. the app itself is basically
a new version of the kat public index . it serves as an intermediary to connect you

with the person hosting the movie, but its no longer good enough to guarantee your
privacy is protected. if torrents arent your thing, there are plenty of methods to

watch movies without having to download them. sling, for instance, is a relatively
young and flexible streaming service that lets you download anything that you can

stream on the web, such as netflix. sling tv is also available on the apple and
android stores, which is probably the easiest way to watch movies using the app.
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